
Solder  Machine 

Description： 
 Specificaion: 36mm diameter of the sink 

 

 

 
 

Product Parameter 

Product Name: Adjustable constant temperature POT-AT Type:PH-C 

Specification:220-230V 50HZ Power: 100W-250W 

Power cable lenth:1 meter Temperature 

Range:200~480℃ 

Titanium&Stannum 

coated sink 

Rotary knob for 

adjusting 

temperature 

Power switch 

Heat louver 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Cost 10% less than its counterparts on Energy dissipation  Using traditional glass-fiber board for 

the module , more durable. The mainboard’s spead of heat dissipation is much faster . 

PHPOT_AT Other brands 



 

 

 

 

 

 

High-quality material for the pot: using 2mm-thickened stainless titaninum galvanized pot 

bottom , which could bear high temperature , anti-corrosion in case it gets penetrated. 

None radiation Energy conservation 

environmental friendly 
noiseless 

The key is Ablation resistance : it adopts internal heating type , which the use ratio 

could use over  85% . 



 

 
Low-cost and high efficiency 

Widely-used at home, factory and processing line 



 

 

 

 

Rotary knot adjusting temperature : control range is 200~480℃, 

it’s easy to operate from level 1 to level 9 

Independent power switch : imported copper 

blade switch, live span beyond 100000times 

Design of Heat dissipation 

hole :totally hollowed-out 

Foot pad for anti-skidding:  

anti-skidding, insulated and much safer 



 

 

 

Extended power cable : 

Thickened &extended cable ,soft rubber cot , tested over 20000 times on twisted ability 

Professional plug Super long pure copper 

wire 

Thickend cable: 

best PVC material, 

best suppleness  



 

 

Simple guiding 

1, turn on the power:  Warning: this item only 

suits to AC 220V/500HZ power 

2, set temperature: turn the temperature switch to 

Level 9 in order to accelerate the melting spead of 

stannum 

3, Melting Stannum: it takes around 10 minutes 

for totally melting. Caution: Must melt the 

stannum rod along the inside surface of the pot 

at the first time , melt it in the air is not allowed 

4,Control Temperature: after the stannum totally 

melt, turn the temperature switch to Level 4 or 

Level 5 . Caution: It’s not good to constantly keep 

the temperature over Level 6 for a long time  



 

 

5, Start welding: soak the head of the wire into the pot for 8 seconds or so, Caution: the 

total time cannot be over 8 hours for constant working, otherwise, the pot might be 

getting aged sooner 


